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About This Game

Includes Hearts of Iron II plus the two expansions, Doomsday and Armageddon

When Germany is defeated in 1945, the Allies and the new Soviet alliance fight for supremacy. World War III is drawing
closer.

Play as the ruler of one of 175 countries through World Wars II and III. As the Allies and the Soviet Union clash in Europe, the
fate of the world hangs in the balance.

Detailed diplomacy and production systems with help functions to avoid micromanagement.
Movement-is-attack combat system making warfare more realistic.
Mission-based Air and Naval system, giving options for logistical strikes and targeted bombing.
New political system with possibilities to change the political base of your country during the war.
Fifteen battle scenarios optimized for an evening or two for gaming. Historical scenarios like Case White, Operation
Barbarossa and alternative history scenarios like Operation Watchtower and Case Green are included in the game.
Co-operative multiplayer, enabling players to share the same country while playing.

Doomsday Expansion Features

World War III scenario with an alternative historical outcome. Play the Soviet alliance, the United States or any country
of your choice as new superpowers rise to power on the global stage.
Expanded tech trees with considerable detail in a new decade of warfare, allowing you to develop tactical nukes and
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other kinds of nuclear warfare as well as helicopter squads, Escort carriers and much more.
Improved Diplomatic/Intelligence System reflects the increased political tension of the 1950s.

Armageddon Expansion Features

New attachments for Naval units; do you scrap or upgrade those old ships.
Land units can now be built with brigades already attached.
An Air Naval combat system that radically alters the combat balance.
New damage algorithms for the Air combat system, making organization more important and allowing air units to fight
longer.
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The incredibly gorgeous and well executed simulation asepct of this game is what initially drew me into the game but ive been
left a bit dissapointed by what i played. i honestly am not sure if there is even a way to salvage the game in its current state
simply by adding new levels or goal mechanics. The whole game is an excercise mainly in frustration as navigating the world as
a physically simulated clay blob while impressive is rather lets say, imprecise, and i feel the addition of the rewind mechanic is
only an admission of that.

The game even if it controlled well wouldnt exactly be fun i think as the objectives are all tedious and thoughtless.
Its all just finding shapes to bring to locations or destroying other shapes in a needlessly difficult way with your shape, or at best,
routing some fluid to a location or two by clumsily carving a notch in something.
None of the objectives require any thought, this is not a puzzle game by any stretch which i guess is what i had thought it might
be based on everything i saw, like a physics puzzle type game where you have to think about how to accomplish a task. And in
that right i think a more constructive gameplay style might have been better, like the crayon physics games where you create
geometry to solve a physics puzzle. I can imagine expanding on a concept like that with all sorts of different physics tools to use
with the addition of fluids and deformations at your disposal. But this is not what this game is or tries to be.

And like i said, im not sure even adding more of these obejctive types would really bring the game up to any meaningful level of
gameplay. I dont know how engaging you can really make moving clay around like this outside of a purely creative sandbox
kind of way. I could also imagine a type of game in which using this engine you could have a full on adventure game in a clay
world, though this would need to be done in the future as is evident in this game: the tech is limited in scope to a small play area
as large open environments of such intensive and thorough simulation are not yet pheasable on modern consumer hardware. The
game as it stands requires a relatively beefy systems to play anyway.

The game does include an editor but its sad to say the editor is fairly non-intuitive and clunky as of writing this review and as
such i couldnt even recommend this game really as a creative outlet. Maybe if you can push through the weirditudes of the
editor you could find enjoyment as the game still is rather amazingly detailed and simulated.

In the end i wish i could give this a more indifferent classification but i will leave it as a non recommendation as theres more
negative than positive here in regards to gameplay.. Amazing! Yes it is!
You never get bored or even look at your watch when playing such games!

I got it on sale and I was like ... oh well lets see what is this game all about, and I found it interesting and fun to play & a must
have.

My rating is 8.5/10 due to graphics.. This is a very old HO puzzle adventure story and would have been B grade even then.
Graphics are grainy and dark. Objects very small. Keyboard controls are very clunky and didn't react fast. Story was ok, but
nothing extraordinary. There was a game stopping bug in the 6th chapter which stopped me playing. I was glad to stop as I was
getting bored. I don't recommend it due to the bug and poor graphics. Thumbs down from me.. Simple relaxing game. Only
profit is trading cards :). Quite different from other vr shooters avalible

cool gadgets from trip mines to sonar and more

destructible environment which is fun blasting people hiding behind a wooden wall or shooting a small hole to peek through
looking for the enemy's

character selection and perks

graphics and movement are very good

Well worth the price, it needs some work its not perfect it's early access
the devs are very active on discord and listening to feedback. kimea young man singh

game teek aa yaar,,, bahut vadia, bhai ji
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ai game perfect nahi aa

ek gaal samjhao yaar, game 4:3 da aspect ratio necessary aa? ma game kidhna,, 16:9 da vich ma kidhna

challo koi naa, game masaaki, good devlopmnt,,

8\/10

WJKK WJKF

EDIT:
game is 16:9 now,,,,
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For those who don't like to read, in summary this game is in a very playable state and though there are a few issues, they are not
game breaking. The dev is a fast worker and I expect that bugs found by users will be fixed in a timely manner.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In it's initial released state the game was very broken. There were several underlying issues that I had found while testing.
However most of the issues have since been taken care of thanks to the dev actively patching and trying to fix the game post
release.

However I found a couple more bugs upon second playtest and while they are not gamebreaking by any means, they are issues
nonetheless.

The first issue is that sometimes a red dora (which is an optional setting) was not being counted. It *seemed* to be the red
bamboo 5 specifically but I cannot say one way or another. It could also potentially be that it was part of an open meld but that
should not have mattered for counting.

Additionally I was able to ron an opponent despite the fact I was supposed to be furiten (I have a picture of this). I had tossed a
1w and was tenpai with a 1w 4w wait and was able to ron a 4w off an opponent; something that should not be able to happen. It
could be that because I had a particular setting on (chi shifting) that I was no longer furiten but that should have not changed my
furiten status.

But as far as gameplay is concerned, the game seems to be in a very playable state, and given more time I think this game will be
rid of the few remaining bugs (with user help of course). I have yet to test multiplayer but single player was optimal for testing
since the bots are literally unable to make a hand. Hopefully difficulty settings or improved AI will be added at a later date but I
digress.

I still have a few minor gripes with not being able to change some settings like volume level or game speed but those are just
quality of life changes that are nice to have but by no means required.

Overall I think this game is worth buying if you are looking for a multiplayer Mahjong experience, though you might want to
get some friends to play this with. Not many people have the game so I don't expect matchmaking to be in it's prime at the
moment.. Bought it but had to refund.

Seems the developers never considered that someone might be left-handed. Either that or they just didn't care.

No way to remap the keys.

Unity game but no way to access the Unity Config (so can't even remap keys with that).

If they had just set the game up to use cursor keys as well as Q,E,A,D that would have helped.

Game was just too uncomfortable to play using mouse and those keys.. i love this game to pieces but it needs mega help. its so
glichy. it screams help me. my materils end up in walls, floors even bounces around the furnace. some times it wont show the
bar heating up and i melt it to pieces. some one please help this game. im sad. If you liked FTL or space simulator type games
then this one is pretty sweet. It's very hard not to compare it to FTL because it's identicle in presentation and in having a random
encounter system. It's still a very early, simple version but I enjoyed it. Kudos to the devs for presenting the core of the game
and making it playable right now as some Early Access games have some serious derp-level unplayability. Already has a ship-
building system which is pretty sweet, many people will enjoy this; efficient ship design is rewarding. For what it is I think it's
respectable and is one to keep an eye on as it develops.

It's not as hardcore as FTL right now and it's still fairly simple. I played it for a few hours and completed it, replayability will be
a thing, similar to FTL. A core feature being the random events system has very little variety and should be something which is
expanded upon as there are only several different types of events and that's very repetitive.

Early Access and indie games seem to be very expensive for what they are at the moment, \u00a310 is in the middle of the
Indie\/EA range. For the game I am given I think it's a bit high, but after playing it and thinking about it, I have faith it will live
up to that price should the current features be refined and expanded upon.
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My main disappointment is the art style. It could use more vibrant colours as everything is is grey, white, and just pale upon
space's black backdrop. Maybe there will be more additions to spruce things up a bit but it's not visually impressive at all. It's
getting increasingly difficult to pull off the pixel look as it becomes more popular in the Indie game culture. The description
mentions "candy colours are for candy games", but quite frankly, you are significantly reducing your capabilities by choosing
the pixel style and then choosing this colour scheme along with that is very risky. If you have nothing to contrast the greys then
the greys are super grey and you are looking a grey game and that's not appealing, regardless of any reason. A fellow artist once
told me that if you have to justify to someone why your style is the way it is, then it hasn't been pulled off. It's a very grey game
in an era where colour and visuals is ball-bustingly good, and competitive. I feel this is a very risky move that must be pulled off
perfectly, and I believe it hasn't and so it takes a big hit from the visual perspective. Space ships IRL are actually very colourful
because of colour coding. Important things are vibrant blues, reds, greens etc and so they should be and so I think this style is
unjustified and needs work if not reconsideration.

It's also strange\/annoying how the game kind of tilts like it's on a pane that can rotate slightly left and right; I'm pretty sure I
wasn't high when I played this. There was no explanation in-game and it just looks weird and brings the visuals down more.

Aesthetic - 2\/10 it just doesn't work for me and as an aspiring CGI artist, it's painful.

As a concept, imagining what it could be on release - 8\/10 an expansion to the delight of the FTL experience, and perhaps a
fresh take on a concept we love.

As a game to play right now - 5\/10 it will need a lot more content to be interesting enough to want to maintain playing beyond
the first short playthrough.

All in all it's a game for the fans of this genre, as they will be able to see what it's capable of becoming. If you are a fan of the
genre but sceptical then I would advise not purchasing until it's further down the production line; it's still raw and only has its
core right now. I hope the game can be conceptually appreciated and I wonder what others will think of the aesthetics.. It doens't
work at all, so many bugs.
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